
NFA Writer Quiz 
True / False  I bookmarked my favorite online dictionary.      

True / False  I love the sound of lilting words.       

True / False  I kinda wish a thesaurus was built into my brian.     

True / False  Strangers sometimes call my real-world monologues ‘lyrical, clever and/ 
   or insightful.’          

True / False  I am secretly friends with my favorite characters.     

True / False  If in doubt, you can find me in a coffeeshop, library or bookstore.   

True / False  I own a typewriter.         

True / False  I carefully consider fonts, pens and paper.      

True / False  I secretly dream of owning a used bookstore (so I can read on the job).  

True / False  I named my cat/ dog/ fish/ kid after a badass hero (or villain) from a book 
   I love.           

True / False  I am serious about my bookshelves.       

True / False  I dream of titles for my upcoming books, short stories, poems and/ or  
   essays.           

True / False  I can conjure a plot line out of thin air.      

True / False  I get excited about backstory.       

True / False  My library fines are a bit of an issue.       

True / False  I’m Facebook friends with other authors.      

True / False  I have already considered my speech for my next book award win.   

True / False  I seek out books that are nowhere near a best seller list.    



True / False  I write dialogue in my spare time.       

True / False  I’ve been known to sniff old books behind closed doors.    

One point for TRUE.  
Zero points for FALSE. 
              

17- 20  Tell your friends to start calling you ‘BestSeller.’ 
13-16  You got good words. 
9-12  Keep tapping it out on that keyboard. 
4-8  Ya gotta have faith. 
0-3  Step it up. 
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